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On work on the bibliography of D. V. Bubrich 

The life and publications of the renowned Finno-Ugric scholar Dmitrij Vladimirovič Bubrich (1890 — 1949) reflect 
the history of Russian linguistics in the first half of the 20th century. During the periods of the 1917 Revolution, 
repressions and WW II, he was able to create and lead the studies of Finno-Ugric languages in Soviet Union. While 
many of his works remain in archives, his published heritage also deserves an attention.  The works of Bubrich’s 
disciple G. Kert, devoted to to Bubrich’s heritage, include the bibliography of Bubrich’s works publsihed in 1975 
and reprinted in 1992. The new edition of it ( 2017 —2019) has about 50 additions, including periodicals and 
editorial works. The new bibliography contains publications in the field of Slavic, from 1914 to to 2015 (Kert’s 
death)..   Another bibliography of Bubrich (DATE) includes about 200 articles by and about Bubrich, as well as 
reviews of Bubrich’s Finno-Ugric studies published in and outside the Soviet Union and biographical articles from 
1925 to 2018. The amount of the recent publications about Bubrich’s life and his works shows the persistent 
interest in his heritage.   In their totality, Bubrich’s Finno-Ugric publications shed light on on the process of 
‘language building’ for Finno-Ugric peoples of the Soviet Union, in particular the Karelian language and its 
standartization. His works of the last period of his life, apart from linguistic works proper, demonstrate attempts 
to defend himself and comparative and historical method he adhered to from the pressure of Marrism. 
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